RADNOR MIDDLE SCHOOL
PROGRAM 8C
150 Louella Avenue
Wayne, PA 19087
610-386-6300 ext. 7310
http://web.mit.edu/wplp/sms/radnor.htm

Snow Number: (610) 496-9844

By Car:
Estimated Travel Time: 20 minutes / 12.75 miles

- Take Rt. 320 to Baltimore Pike.
- Make a left turn onto Baltimore Pike.
- After traveling past the Springfield Mall, stay in the right lane to enter Rt 476 (Blue Route) toward Plymouth Meeting.
- Stay on the Blue Route until Exit 13 at St. Davids/Villanova.
- Make a left at the bottom of the ramp onto Rt. 30, Lancaster Avenue.
- Continue on Lancaster Avenue until you come to Louella Avenue.
- Make a left onto Louella Avenue. After two blocks the Middle School is on the right side. Park on the street.
- Go in the outside door to the far right, walk to the left into the office and say you are from Swarthmore, going to classroom 8C.
- You’ll swipe your license or show an ID and fill out a form and then go out the door to the hall.
- Go up the stairway to the left, to the 3rd floor. Make a left, and two doors down is the 8C classroom.

From the Wayne Train Station:

- Walk toward the town (down the hill) to the intersection of Wayne and Lancaster Avenues.
- Make a left and walk to Luella Avenue.
- Make a right and walk two blocks to the school.
- Go in the outside door to the far right, walk to the left into the office and say you are from Swarthmore, going to classroom 8C.
- You’ll swipe your license or show an ID and fill out a form and then go out the door to the hall.
- Go up the stairway to the left, to the 3rd floor. Make a left, and two doors down is the 8C classroom.